Dear WAVE member,

Thank you for being part of WAVE workshop in Basel!

**Basel workshop**
Over 240 people attended our workshop, almost double of 2017! We received a very positive feedback, for presenting clinical cases by young scientists and for community representatives presentations. Please follow the [link](#) to find out more.

First results of the WAVE survey on PrEP for women were presented and we hope to get it published soon (keep your fingers crossed!). The presentation on progress in the literature review on the coinfections and comorbidities dropped out of the agenda, but is very promising and is now available online.

**Menopause and PrEP questionnaires**
WAVE work on menopause and PrEP continues. One of the post workshop proposals is to create questionnaires that might help assessment of menopause symptoms and PrEP eligibility.

I you want to join the groups working on questionnaires please contact us!

**Young researcher PhD**
We are encouraging you to direct to WAVE young researchers who are willing to do their PhD in women-related matters, addressing especially gaps in care and research.

**Odessa workshop**
After the great success of our workshop in Kiev (July 2018 – details available [here](#)) we are happy to continue our Ukrainian programme with a workshop in Odessa. If you are interested in becoming faculty or in having a presentation, let us know!

**Reminder call for Vice-Chair**
Hurry up! The deadline for sending your self-nomination is November 25. You can find the details of the Vice-Chair mandate in the SOP.

**How to be a WAVE member or join the WAVE activity?**
If you are registered as an EACS member contact us to join WAVE. It is free. WAVE members can invite non EACS members to join them in specific activities in the frame of WAVE.

To contact us please send an email to WaveSecretariat[at]eacsociety.org

Best wishes,

Karoline Aebi-Popp